
ELECTRA MOSCATO ROSÉ

History
As the story goes, Quady winemakers first discovered Electra Moscato while 
they were tasting through the early stages of our famed Essensia Orange 
Muscat Dessert Wine. Since then, both Electra Moscato and Red Electra 
Moscato have become widely known and loved by sweet wine lovers 
around the world. Quady winemakers wanted to deliver a new and exciting 
addition to the Electra brand, and began formulating ideas of another angel. 
They were intrigued by the recent rise of rosé and started wondering if 
something similar couldn’t be done with the Black Muscat grapes we’ve 
been working with for decades. Before long, Electra Moscato Rosé filled its 
first bottle.

Winemaking
Electra Moscato Rosé is crafted to taste like it belongs next to its sisters, 
Electra and Red Electra. Like its siblings, it’s more aromatic, crisp and 
refreshing than other moscatos. Whereas most moscatos are made from 
Muscat of Alexandria, Electra Moscato Rosé is made up of Orange Muscat, 
Black Muscat and Muscat Canelli. These varieties are more difficult to grow 
and bear smaller yields, but their aromas and flavors are more refined. To 
make Electra Moscato Rosé, free run juice is fermented for more than a 
month at low temperature after which it is chilled, sterile filtered, and bottled. 
This process preserves its delicate flavors and slight fizz. Its lustrous coral 
pink hue comes from the Black Muscat grape.

Taste
Electra Moscato Rosé is light, refreshing and tastes of strawberries and 
dragon fruit, with a slight fizz. Enjoy for brunch or under the sun, with fresh 
fruit, creamy desserts, and various sweet and savory foods.
 

Technical Data
Vintage: 2019
Grape Varieties: Orange Muscat, Black Muscat & Muscat Canelli 
Alcohol: 5.5%    pH: 3.2
RS: 17.6%    TA: 8.4
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Electra Moscato Rosé 750ml
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